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5- A special caution may be given about some words and
phrases that either are shams, or are used in wrong senses.
Of the first kind are notn de plume, morale. The French for
the name that an author chooses to write under is nom de
guerre. We, in the pride of our knowledge that guerre means
war, have forgotten that there is such a thing as metaphor,
assumed that another phrase is required for literary campaign-
ing, thereupon ascertained the French for pen, and so evolved
nom deplume. It is unfortunate ; for we now have to choose
between a blunder and a pedantry; but writers who know
the facts are beginning to reconcile themselves to seeming
pedantic for a time, and reviving nom de guerre.
The French for what we call morale, writing it in italics
under the impression that it is French, is actually moral.
The other is so familiar, however, that it is doubtful whether
it would not be better to drop the italics, keep the -e, and tell
the French that they can spell their word as they please, and
we shall do the like with ours. So Mr. Kipling :
The Gaul, ever an artist, breaks enclosure to study the morale [$ic\, at
the present day, of the British sailorman.—kipling.
In the second class, of phrases whose meaning is mistaken, we
choose scandalum magnatum, arriere-pensee, phantasmagoria,
and cut bono ?
Scandalum magnatum is a favourite with the lower-class
novelist who takes magnatum for a participle meaning magnified,
and finds the combination less homely than a shocking affair.
It is a genitive plural noun, and the amplified translation of
the two words, which we borrow from the Encyclopaedia,
runs : * Slander of great men, such as peers, judges, or great
officers of state, whereby discord may arise within the realm '.
Arriere-pensee we have seen used, with comic intent but sad
effect, for a bustle or dress-improver; and, with sad intent
but comic effect, for an afterthought; it is better confined
to its real meaning of an ulterior object, if indeed we cannot
be content with our own language and use those words instead.

